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ELECTRIC STEW COOKER
MODEL: HH 6080

220-240V -50Hz, 600-71 5W 4.0L

INSTRUCTION MANUAL
Please read carefully and keep the instruction well

This appliance is for household use only.
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1 .Heat resistant ceramic inner pot can be us€d directly on the stove.
2.Arc-bottom inner pot ensures the balanced stewinq, convenient to

scoop soup or clean it up.
3.Large control panel with adjustable soup flavors, you can solect as

you wish_
4.Ono-key "Reheat" f unction.
5.Equipped with "Braise" and a variety of functions of cooking soup and

porridge, 6atisfying more cooking needs._
6.Double-layer thermal-insulation shell structure, with advantages of

energy-gathering and scald-prevention.
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1.&*&Hf ,e lntroductlon ofthe use ofkeys
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O. "Hour" Key: Press the "Hour" key, each time you press the key, the
time on the screen will increase an hour. lf you hold on to the key
button, the time will increase rapidly, and the adjustable time range is
0-23 hours.
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@. "l\4inute" Key: Press the "Minute" key, every time you press the key,
the time on tho scroen will increase 5 minutes. lf you hold on to the
key button, the time will inarease rapidly, and the adjustable time
range is 0-55 minutes.
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@. "Preset" Key: In standby mode, press the 'Preset" Ksy, the
presetting indicator flashes on, the screen displays the default time of
"2:00". When it is flashing,.within 6 seconds you can adjust lhe time

by pressing the "Houi'and "Minute" keys, and you should use the
"Preset" key with the "Function Selection" key or the "Braise" key,
otherwise, the presetting cannot be set normally.
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@. "Flavor" Key: The default stewing flavor is standard. and you can
switch among "Mild", "Normal" and "Thick".
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@. "Braise" Key: ln the standby mode, press the "Braise" key, the
indicalors of the "Braise" and "Normal" of flavors flashes on, the
screen displbys the default stewing time of t hour. (The function of
reheat with ingredients added cannot be used for the braising).
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(6). "Reheat" keyt During cooking process, you may add oxtra
ingredionts and press the "Reheat" key, the cooker will heat up wjth
high cooking for'10 mins and continue with the process.. (Except the
Junctions of braise and keep warm atter braising, the reheat function
can be applied to the otherfunctions).
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@- "Function Select" Key: ln the standby mode, press the "Function

Select" key, the indicator will flash on in a cycle from
"High"r"Slow"+"Ginseng"+"Abalone"+"Bean"-"Cordyceps"-"Bir
d's nest"+"Fish soup"+ "Congee" + "Desserts"J "High"+...Select
any function, the function jndicator and the "Standard" indicator of
flavors will be constantly on in 6 seconds, which indicates that it
enters into the cooking process, and the screon displays the default
stewing time. (There is no flavor selection for .Congee' and
''Desserts"),
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O. "Keep warm/Cancel" Key:
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g{*iHr'J 8tr, 14 E Tr[nFEnt.t*iRuid "a.For Keep Warm function during standby mode, press the "Keep Warm
/Cancel" key, the indicator will display default'-r--', once the flashing
indicator slops it will keep warm for 24 hrs. You may adjust the keep
warm timing to your desire time by adjusting the Hour and l\rins. key.
Onco the timer cycle is over, it will go back to standby mode. After you
have done the adjustment with timer it will not go back to 24hrs to
keep warm.

b.Ejt,\rr6E*tdf , lt " Rl6/4\lfr" &, FfiE,+11h*.
b.To stop any cooking process or cancel selection just press the.,Keep

Warm /Cancel" key to return to standby mode.
c. F*rtffi|lHAthFZ E A+* E r d.+d E AlRiHri 6E, A[EJ1{,H "tu+4#w" th*..
c.Except for'Braise", all other functions will automatically switch to

keep warm modo after cooking process and be able to use,,rohoat,,
funclion,
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1.AC power voltage should be in accordance with the voltage indicated
on the specification sticker. For your safety, use the power source
with earthing system.

2.When using this product, it should be placed at a solid platform out of
children's reach.

3.Do not place the product near or at the surfacos of the items thal are
flammable and explosive; do not put the product at the places that are
wet or near other heat sources to avoid failures and danger.
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{.lrthen the product is functioning, it will produce steam, do noi louch or
go near the steam vent to avoid gcalding. Do not cover the steam vent
,ii!h cloth or similar items during cooking so as to avoid hazard.

5.When lhe product is functioning. the temperature of lhe inner pol ano r
the irner pot lid will gradually increase. The surface t6mperature of r

the heating elementsand theinnerpot body would be veryhot,do
nol touch them to avoid scalds.

6.Do not heat up empty pot, do not turn on lhe power as to avoid dry-
heating that would cause damage to the pot.

7.lf the product is burnt dry due to lack of water, ptease immediately
unplug the power supply and allow the product to cool naturally. Do
not add wator inlo the inner pot or take the inner pot out of the pot
body during the cooling procoss. Otherwise, the inner pot may be
da maged.

8.The amount of water added should be belween the lowest water level
and the highest water level. Too little or too much water added can
cause lailures and dangers.

g.When the powercord is plugged in, it must be fully insortod as to
ensure good contact,

10.The power plug and please do not insert or pullthe power plug with
wet hands lo prevent from eleclrical shock.

11.When this product is powerbn, do not move the appliances..
l2.During cooking processing, it is normal to hear some "tick" sound. lt

shows that the product is adjusting the heat power.
13.To stop any cooking process or cancel selection just press the "keep

warm / Cancel' key to return to standby mode and indicator will shows
"00:00"

14.|f the power is off halfway, lhe product will return to the standby
state, and it needs to be roset to continue the operation.

15.Please note that lf boiled hot water is used for cooking porridge, it
will not shorten the cooking timing but it will over cooked the porridge.

16.When the product is used for the first time, the heating unit may g,ve
out a slight odor; besides, the scroen may flash when it is just
switched on,\so ploase pull or.lt the ptug and switch it on again; these I
two symptoms are normal, so please rost assured when using it.

17.Please keep the surface of the sensor and the heating elements
clean and smooth, otherwise, it may affect the using effect of tho
product.



18.The inner pot and the inner pot lid are fragile utensils, so beware of
collision with hard objects aId falling from a height to result in broken
damage.

19.When stewing food or cooking porridge, please refer to the scale line
on the inner pot js to controlthe amount offood and water, otherwise,
boiling dry, burnirg and other problems may occur, which will affect
the life span of the inner pot.

' 20.Please do not add co d water when the inner pot is stiil hot to prevent
damage/ cracks. After cooking please let the inner pot lo cool down
before washing u nder lap water,
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Tips for inner pot maintenance
Before using the new inner pot, it,s better to it boil with rice_washing

water, or you can also boil porridge for one time with the inner potl
which can block the tiny holes of the inner pot to prevent water seepage
and to extend its life span.

1. H&r* cleanins nethods:
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O. Off and unplugged the power before cleantng the product, let the

inner pot to cool down belore washing under tap water.
@. Do not immerse the power cord and appliances into the water which

may cause electric hazard. Do not immerse the inner pot
^ immediately after cooking as it may cause damage or cracLs.
G). Use a damp clolh to wipe the ouler surface of the appliances, do not

use corrosive Jiquids for cleaning.
@). The inner pot can be washed wilh detergenl and solt sponge. do not

use h?rd sleelwire to clean as it may damaqe the surface.
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O. When the product is not used for a long time, please clean it and put
it into the packing box. lt should be stored in a ventilated and dry
place to avoid hazards in future use.

@- This product contains small parts that can be disassembled fo.
washing. To ensure safety, please assemble it back after washing or
keep in a safe place from children's reach.

(r. Failure and troubleshooting.

3. &B&flFh Failure symptoms

HJ6 4ffi * &1611
Check whether the power
line is properly plugged in
place
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Send to maintenance
center for troubleshootingo
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4.Please do not dismantlo or repair with an unauthorized technical
personnel.

5.lf the power cord is damaged, it must bo replaced by a spocial cord or
assembly available from the manufacturer or its service agent.

6.When the produot fails and shows troubleshoot, do not repair by
yourself. Please contact or send your appliance to TOYOMI service
centre.

t.The ceramic inner pot and cover in this product are fragile items,
which are not covered within the scope ofwarranty sorvices, so
please use it with care.
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SE RVICE & IMPORTANT NOTICE

a,: :he^ supply cord is damaged, it must be replaced by a special cord or
assembly available from the manufacturer or its service agent.

aWARNING: This appliance is not intended for use by persons (including
children) with reduce physical, sensory or mental capabilities, or lack of
experience and knowledge, unless they have been given supervision or
instruction concerning use of the appliance by a person responsible for
their safety.

IMPORTED BY NATIONAL ELECTRICAL TRADERS
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